Somatic cell genomics of brain disorders: a new opportunity to clarify genetic-environmental interactions.
Recent genomic advances have exacerbated the problem of interpreting genome-wide association studies aimed at uncovering genetic basis of brain disorders. Despite of a plethora of data on candidate genes determining the susceptibility to neuropsychiatric diseases, no consensus is reached on their intrinsic contribution to the pathogenesis, and the influence of the environment on these genes is incompletely understood. Alternatively, single-cell analyses of the normal and diseased human brain have shown that somatic genome/epigenome variations (somatic mosaicism) do affect neuronal cell populations and are likely to mediate pathogenic processes associated with brain dysfunctions. Such (epi-)genomic changes are likely to arise from disturbances in genome maintenance and cell cycle regulation pathways as well as from environmental exposures. Therefore, one can suggest that, at least in a proportion of cases, inter- and intragenic variations (copy number variations (CNVs) or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)) associated with major brain disorders (i.e. schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease, autism) lead to genetic dysregulation resulting in somatic genetic and epigenetic mosaicism. In addition, environmental influences on malfunctioning cellular machinery could trigger a cascade of abnormal processes producing genomic/chromosomal instability (i.e. brain-specific aneuploidy). Here, a brief analysis of a genome-wide association database has allowed us to support these speculations. Accordingly, an ontogenetic 2-/multiple-hit mechanism of brain diseases was hypothesized. Finally, we speculate that somatic cell genomics approach considering both genome-wide associations and somatic (epi-)genomic variations is likely to have bright perspectives for disease-oriented genome research.